We study semileptonic decays B → η (′) lν, taking into account the flavor-singlet contribution (F singlet + ) to the B → η (′) form factors, which arises from the two-gluon emission in a decaying B meson. It has been recently pointed out that, in addition to large weak annihilation effects, the unknown value of F singlet + prevents accurate theoretical estimates in the analysis of B → η ′ K decays in QCD factorization. We present a certain method to determine F singlet + with a reasonable accuracy, using B → η (′) lν and B → πlν decays. We also investigate the possible effect of F singlet + on the estimated branching ratios (BRs) for B → η (′) lν and find that the BR for B → η ′ lν is particularly sensitive to the effect of F singlet + .
Semileptonic decays of B mesons have been extensively studied with particular interests.
They can serve as useful applications of various non-perturbative theoretical approaches and provide an efficient way for the determination of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements, such as V cb and V ub . In fact the present best experimental data for V ub come from measurements of the exclusive semileptonic decays B → πlν and B → ρlν (CLEO Collaboration [1] ), and the inclusive semileptonic decay B → X u lν (LEP Heavy Flavor Group [2] ): 
as well as the exclusive charmless nonleptonic B → D s π decay [3] . Recently BELLE [4] and BABAR [5] , respectively, have announced preliminary results for |V ub | that are similar to the CLEO result. In the analyses, they also used the exclusive semileptonic processes:
B → πlν (BELLE) and B → ρlν (BABAR). Although these measurements currently suffer from large uncertainties due to model-dependence, a dominant background, and so forth, a more accurate value of |V ub | will become available through future studies by using the hadronic invariant mass of the inclusive decay [6] .
An analysis of the charmless semileptonic B decays involves the non-perturbative hadronic form factors whose theoretical estimation is usually model-dependent. Over the past few years, there has been considerable progress in the calculations of the B → π form factor, based on various theoretical approaches, such as the lattice QCD calculation [7] , the light-cone QCD sum rule (LCSR) [8] , and so on. It is known that these approaches produce consistent results for the B → π form factor. For the B → η ( ′ ) form factors, some theoretical studies have been done by assuming the standard quark content of η (′) mesons. Under this assumption, the B → η (′) form factors can be determined by a phenomenological approach using the semileptonic decays B → η ( ′ ) lν [9] , by using the LCSR model [10] , or by applying the isospin symmetry to the B → π form factor [11] . Presently these approaches can give consistent results. In particular, in Ref. [9] the branching ratios (BRs) for B ± → ηlν and
For last several years the experimental results of unexpectedly large BRs for B → η ′ K decays have drawn a lot of theoretical attentions. The observed BRs for
three different experiments are [12, 13, 14 ]
Many theoretical efforts have been made to explain the large BRs: for instance, approaches using the anomalous g-g-η ′ coupling [15, 16, 17, 18] , high charm content in η ′ [19, 20] , the spectator hard scattering mechanism [21, 22] , the perturbative QCD approach [23] and approaches to invoke new physics [24, 25, 26, 27] .
In Ref. would prevent accurate theoretical estimates of the BRs for B → η (′) K. Indeed, it has been found [28] that the qualitative pattern of the BRs for B → η (′) K ( * ) decays can be accounted for in their approach, but within large uncertainties mainly coming from the weak annihilation, and the strange quark mass and the unknown two-gluon contribution F singlet + to the B → η (′) form factors. Therefore, in order to improve the theoretical estimations it is essential to develop specific methods for estimating those primary sources of the large uncertainties as accurately as possible. We note that B → η (′) lν decays can be the ideal process to investigate the B → η (′) transition form factors.
In this work we study B → η (′) lν decays, keeping in mind the possible effect of the additional flavor-singlet term on these decays. Our goal is two-fold. First, we try to present certain phenomenological methods to determine the flavor-singlet contribution given by
where the last term of the right-handed side is the QCD anomaly term, and G 
The hadronic matrix element can be parameterized as
where
The differential decay width is given by
where the mass of the produced lepton has been ignored. Note that the differential decay width depends only on one form factor F
Here θ is the angle between the charged lepton direction in the virtual W rest frame and the direction of the virtual W .
If charm contents and gluonic admixtures of η (′) mesons are ignored, η (′) mesons can be related to the flavor states, |η ud and |η s as |η = cos φ|η ud − sin φ|η s , where
|uū + dd and |η s = |ss . The best fit value of the mixing angle φ is
. From Eq. (8), the decay constants are related as [29] 
where f ud and f s are the decay constants obtained from the η ud and η s components of the wave functions, respectively. Considering a first order correction due to the flavor symmetry breaking, they can be given by f ud = f π and f s = 2f [29] . The phenomenological study about these decay constants yields
However, for the B → η (′) and B → π transition form factors, the simple relation such as Eq. (10) may not hold, because η (′) mesons have the flavor-singlet meson state produced via the two-gluon emission from the light spectator quark [28] , as shown in Fig. 1 . This diagram gives a leading power correction to the B → η (′) form factors. We parameterize the new two-gluon contribution, which is proportional to the flavor-singlet decay constant, as
. From now on, we will call this F 
where π in the superscript denotes the charged pion. In order to determine the flavor-singlet form factor F singlet + (0), we present three observables [9] which can be measured in experiment. These observables, R 1 , R 2 and R 3 , are defined by ratios of the differential decay rates of the relevant modes measured at maximum recoil point (q 2 = 0) as follows:
. The differential decay rates dΓ/dq 2 for the semileptonic B decays at q 2 = 0 can be experimentally measured: for example, the dΓ/dq 2 distribution, including at q 2 = 0, forB → D * lν decays has been measured by the CLEO Collaboration [30] . We note that the theoretical estimates of R 1 , R 2 and R 3 depend only on the ratio, has been studied in many models: for instance, the lattice calculation [7] and the LCSR [8] , and so on. The form factor for the B → π transition can be expressed [31] as the heavy quark scaling laws predicted by the HQET in the zero recoil region (q 2 → q 2 max ) [32] and by the large energy effective theory in the large recoil region (q 2 → 0) [33] . To extrapolate parameters of the relevant form factor, we adopt two different lattice calculation models (Lattice I and II) [7, 34] and the LCSR model [8] . Specific values of the B → π form factor for each model are shown in Table I , where the last column is the weighted-average values of those three models. Those values are in good agreement with each other.
Using the values of F B→π + (0) given in Table I , the observables R 1 , R 2 and R 3 are estimated In the numerical calculation, we use the average value of the CLEO and LEP data: 
for F To avoid the large uncertainty in the parameter |V ub |, the ratios of the BRs, B(B − → η (′) lν) and B(B − → π 0 lν), have been suggested in Ref. [9] . They are now modified after including the flavor-singlet form factor as 
where the dependence on |V ub | cancels out between the numerator and the denominator. by measuring R η and/or R η ′ and using Fig. 5 and/or 6.
In conclusion, we studied semileptonic decays B → η (′) lν, considering the flavor singlet contribution, which arises from the effect of the two-gluon emission in a decaying B meson. 
